
Walls 

The director of the Catholic Home Missions national collection, Kevin Day, told the CNA that 
the current shuttering of churches gives us some idea of what people in mission churches 
experience and that, as a result of the lockdown “we’re going to value the Eucharist more.” I 
fully agree. And then he added, “But at the same time, we know now that our church is more 
than the structures of our buildings and the walls that contain the tabernacle. Our church is 
greater than that.” 

It’s difficult to see the connection. It is true that the Universal Church exists in the mind and 
will of God and thus has a reality unlimited by any particular structure or place, but 
something important, something of gravity, is missing. 

Catholicism has always understood that when God destroyed the Jewish Temple building, 
He did not intend to eradicate our need for temples. Quite the reverse; He did it to infuse the 
temple with His being; to reclaim it, renew it, and beautify it for His purposes.  

Since the lockdown began I have found peace just entering our church. And having found it a 
place of profound sustenance in this time of great madness, I am certain that, should the 
building disappear, we would immediately begin to construct another – no matter how grand 
or humble – to be beautiful, to be sacred, to be a spiritual home set apart from the world.  

When my wife was subjected to RCIA, she illustrated a spiritual experience by looking 
upward. She was immediately chastised by her teacher – God is all around you, he said. God 
is not up or down, he said. Why are you looking up? – as if the astronaut’s weightless 
viewpoint somehow trumped our earthly perception. As if up or down had no spiritual 
implication. But St. John says that when Jesus prayed, He lifted up His eyes to heaven. Is it 
reasonable to suppose that Jesus did not know how to address his Father? 

Partial truths can grow into very bad ideas. Secular science has looked at creation and found 
it wanting. Studied matter and discovered only differing densities of particles. Examined life 
and seen only carbon to which we blindly apply meaning. But the man who tumbles down 
bricks and claims them to be the truth of the building has lost his sense of reason.  

Yes, we are far more than just buildings and walls. But our parish churches are the walls that 
circumscribe and protect the holy spaces wherein dwells Christ in the flesh. And there, inside 
those walls, is the closest we will come to heaven while we still live on this earth.  

(Gregory Merrick chairs the St. Mary Pastoral Council. 
He can be reached at mgm@oldpowerhouse.com) 

 
 

 

 


